
 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 20 May 2022 

Year 7 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Amelia R, Charlie L, Sofia M, Gabriella C, Freeman W, Evan D and James H 

for outstanding work in English and for always being ready to learn. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Marky D, James M, Laura Z, Emily R, Honey C, Keira P and Luke H for 

fantastic hard work in the Acids and Alkalis unit. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate David C for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well done; 

Bradley L for improved focus and effort in Spanish lessons. Keep it up. 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Naema A, Barbara S, Marcello S, Beren Y, Emil B, Alan B, Dawid T, Sagid Y, 

Enrikas K, Teniola T and Sabrina C for always working hard in all interventions. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Oliver H for determination to do well in Spanish lessons; Ella L for showing 

integrity and determination to do well in French lessons; Rory E for always showing integrity  and working hard in 

French lessons. Well done. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Lewis B, Lucas F and Xander S for always showing integrity and working 

hard in his English lessons; Faye A for always showing integrity and working hard in her English lessons; Louis F for 

a big imporvement in his determination to work hard in his English lessons. 

Miss Sandland would like to appreciate Joel R, Maddison B and Joe E for always working hard in Geography 

lessons. 

Mr Harding would like to appreciate James H, Teniola T and Anna K for always working hard in Computer Science 

lessons. 

Mr Wood would like to appreciate every member of 7R in DT on Thursday for showing all of our core values 

during the entire D&T lesson. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 20 May 2022 

Year 8 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Ella E, Evie C, Lucas S, Prosper O, Mia B, Mary-Jane S, Lucy Jo J and Sonnie 

L for being respectful and hard working in English. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Louie F, Amauri C, Joseph W and Ava C for always being hard working and 

respectful in Science. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Livia D and Liene Z for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Well done. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate James S for always working hard and showing enthusiasm in Spanish; 

Mary-Jane S for demonstrating all of our core values in Spanish lessons. Well done. 

Miss Sandland would like to appreciate Livia D for her amazing work and helping our new starter settle in, thank 

you and well done; Brody T for his improved attitude to learning in Geography; Peter W for his improved attitude 

to learning in Geography and for producing a fantastic piece of work this week. 

Mr Walshaw would like to appreciate Louis F and Ismail Y for his consistent hard work and determination in PE; 

Matthew A and Dami A for always being ready for a prompt line up. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 20 May 2022 

Year 9 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Michael C, Keigan C, Reece D, Nadia A, Ben W, Louie D, Stefan P and Libby 

J for outstanding determination in English! 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Keigan C for a brilliant attempt at a GCSE physics past ; Reece D for a fantastic 

piece of extended writing about renewable energy sources; Marty M for completing some fantastic extension 

work in Science; Wealth O for sharing some fantastic knowledge on parasitic wasps. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Ruby O and Nikol K for showing determination succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Well done; Nadia A for showing integrity in DEAR. Well done. 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Rama A for outstanding determination in Intervention. 

Miss Gregory and Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Megan S for always helping in Morning Meeting. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Megan S for putting in a fantastic effort in Spanish both in and out of the 

classroom, your hard work is really paying off, well done; Keigan C for demonstrating a consistently positive 

attitude to learning and producing some fantastic work in class; Reece D for always being polite and showing 

integrity in class and for producing some excellent work. 

Miss Littler would like to appreciate her whole English class for making it so difficult to choose a golden ticket 

winner each lesson. You exemplify our core values each and every lesson. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Curtis S and Billy C for always showing integrity and working hard in his 

English lessons. 

Miss Sandland would like to appreciate Morgan D and Ruby E for always being a huge help handing out the books 

in Geography; Liam S for always showing integrity in Geography lessons. 

Mrs Sinnott would like to appreciate Taylor M for always being polite and showing integrity in class and for 

producing some excellent work. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 20 May 2022 

Year 10 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Lee W, Ellie-Mai M and Preslav M for outstanding focus and hard work in 

English. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Khaia A and Abbie H for showing determination to succeed in Spanish 

lessons. Well done. 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Kieran C for his determination and amazing contribution in Lexonik 

intervention; Kian L, Junchao C, Tom M, JJ D, Miller R, McKenzie L, Michael T, Joseph R and Lewis L for his 

determination in Lexonik intervention; Lucy D, Ellie O, Kat D and Olivia A for her determination  in Lexonik 

intervention. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Jess T for always showing integrity and working hard in Spanish; Charlize 

M for working hard in Spanish and making great progress, well done. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Alan G for always showing integrity and working hard in his English lessons; 

Evie W for always showing determination and for working hard in her English lessons. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Lewis L and Oresti K for working hard in his English lessons. 

Miss Sandland would like to appreciate Chloe H for her outstanding effort in Geography lessons; Miller R for his 

improved attitude to learning in Geography. 

Mr Gallagher would like to appreciate Karam E, James C, Karim S, Lydia B and Ellie M for always showing integrity 

and working hard in Business. 

Mrs Sinnott would like to appreciate all GCSE art students for always showing respect and determination in Art. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 20 May 2022 

Year 11 

Miss Cave would like to appreciate her whole DEAR group for 100% of our core values. 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Luis C, Olajuwon A, Michael W, James M and Abigail V for showing true 

determination in English whilst preparing for their exams... keep up the great work. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Yanetsi L and George T for showing determination to succeed in Spanish 

lessons. Well done. 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate John K, Emma H and Brodie G for showing amazing determination in 

intervention. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Zak L, Joshua S, Taylor L, Joseph A, Joshua G, Harrison S, Matthew W and 

Samuel S for always showing determination to succeed in his English G.C.S.Es; Darcie A, Emma H and Maddi R for 

always showing determination to succeed in her English G.C.S.Es. 

Miss Sandland would like to appreciate Sam C and Dylan O for showing fantastic determination in Geography by 

attending morning revision every week, well done and good luck for Monday! 

Mr Gallagher would like to appreciate Darcie A, Maisie M, Bailee L, Callum A, Abigail V, Emily L, Harrison G, 

Charlie M, Olajuwon A, Poppy W and Emma H for always showing integrity and working hard in Business. 

 


